Visual tracking can be particularly interpreted as a process of searching for targets and optimizing the searching. In this paper, we present a novel tracker framework for tracking shaking targets. We formulate the underlying geometrical relevance between a search scope and a target displacement. A uniform sampling among the search scopes is implemented by sliding windows. To alleviate any possible redundant matching, we propose a double-template structure comprising of initial and previous tracking results. The element-wise similarities between a template and its candidates are calculated by jointly using kernel functions which provide a better outlier rejection property. The STC algorithm is used to improve the tracking results by maximizing a confidence map incorporating temporal and spatial context cues about the tracked targets. For better adaptation to appearance variations, we employ a linear interpolation to update the context prior probability of the STC method. Both qualitative and quantitative evaluations are performed on all sequences that contain shaking motions and are selected from the OTB-50 challenging benchmark. The proposed approach is compared with and outperforms 12 state-of-the-art tracking methods on the selected sequences while running on MATLAB without code optimization. We have also performed further experiments on the whole OTB-50 and VOT 2015 datasets. Although the most of sequences in these two datasets do not contain motion blur that this paper is focusing on, the results of our method are still favorable compared with all of the state-of-the-art approaches.
Introduction
Visual object tracking tries to locate a target in an image sequence. It has been a long standing research topic due to the proliferation of applications such as security warning, medical image analysis, sport analysis and so on [43] . However, visual tracking is challenging because of deformation, fast motion, motion blur and background clutters. Although a significant progress has been made to overcome these challenges, most state-of-the-art trackers fail in the presence of shaking motion.
The existing visual tracking approaches can be categorized into generative [1, 5, 18, 23, 24, 32, 34] and discriminative [2, 13, 16, 20, 46, 48, 49] methods. The generative tracking methods search for image regions that are most similar to a given template, while discriminative methods aim at differentiating a target from its background.
Generative tracking methods utilize varieties of distance measures to select the most similar patch. Euclidean distance [9] , the most easily calculated distance, is sensitive to image deformation due to the neglect of image extensibility. Mahalanobis distance [28] computes the similarity between two unknown samples by introducing every association among the features. However, Mahalanobis distance calculation is not reliable because the inverse covariance matrix may not exist. Bhattacharyya distance [4] calculates the difference between the histograms of two images. The accuracy of this distance depends on the number of bins (or partitions) in the histograms. When the number of partitions is small, the distance precision decreases due to overestimation of overlap regions. On the other hand, when the number of partitions is big, precision increases due to the neglect of real overlap regions. Hamming distance [14] between two binary strings of equal length measures the minimum number of substitutions required to change one string into the other. Because Hamming distance is simple and fast, it is used as the distance measure in our approach for implementing a coarse matching. More details will be introduced in Sects. 3.1.3 and 4.3.3.
There are many ways to perform a tracking task. Zhang et al. [47] proposed a simple yet fast algorithm called spatiotemporal context tracker (STC), which exploited the dense spatiotemporal context in a Bayesian framework. It uses low-level features from a target and its surrounding regions to model a statistical correlation. Circulant structure tracker (CSK) [17] is a tracking-by-detection approach. It utilizes a dense sampling strategy to achieve a high speed. The adaptive color tracker (ACT) [12] extends the CSK tracker by changing the single-channel gray feature used in CSK to multi-channel color features [38] . This tracker provides a good balance between the photometric invariance and the discriminative power during an object recognition procedure.
Some trackers are based on the Kalman filter framework. Erik et al. [7] reported that Kalman filter can be used to tolerate small occlusions by prediction and correction work phases. Since the complex dynamic trajectories (changes of acceleration) cannot be built as lineal models, they applied the extended Kalman filter (EKF) [31] to model this question as nonlinear equations. Julier et al. first proposed the unscented Kalman filter [19, 37] to address nonlinear state estimation in the context of control theory. The experiments show that UKF is superior to EKF in terms of theory and practical applications. Hence, Peihua et al. [26] implemented the UKF in the visual contour tracking framework. However, UKF algorithm can not be applied to multimodal distribution due to its unimodal distribution.
Many other visual tracking methods, such as L1 tracker (L1) [29] , L1 tracker using accelerated proximal gradient (L1-APG) [3] , compressive tracker (CT) [48] and a tracker using online informative feature selection (OIFS) [35] , cast tracking as a sparse approximation problem. In the L1 tracker, target candidates are sparsely represented in the space spanned by target templates and trivial templates.
The key of obtaining the sparsity is regarded as solving an L1-regularized least square problem under a particle filter framework. However, the highly computational complexity of this tracker limits its applications in real-time scenarios. L1-APG further extends the L1 tracker by developing a new and L1-norm related minimization which introduces an L2 norm regularization on the coefficients connected to trivial templates. The CT tracker also utilizes a very sparse matrix to efficiently extract the features for an appearance model. They formulate the tracking task as a binary classification by a Naive-Bayesian classifier with online update under a compressed domain. The OIFS tracker exploits random projections to train a classifier. They novelly introduce spatial layout information into projected features and thereby the projections contain the structure information of a target.
Another class of tracking approaches is based on template matching. The similarities between templates and candidates of a target are used to determine the confidence values of candidates matching the target. The conventional template techniques can be divided into one-template and multi-template approaches [27] . Recently, several studies [6, 21, 27, 30, 46, 50] have reported that multi-template approaches often achieve greater precision but have more complex computation than single-template approaches.
All of the above-mentioned trackers may fail in the presence of shaking motion due to the following two main issues. Firstly, sometimes the whole tracked target may not be found in any of the candidate patches because it has moved out from the candidate searching scope due to fast and big shaking motion. Secondly, shaking movement may result in blurred images. Trackers can be easily confused by blurred boundaries between a foreground and its background.
To handle the above issues, we propose a robust tracking algorithm which implements a novel sampling strategy, a novel matching, a novel template method and a detector exploiting spatiotemporal contextual cues. The experimental results show that our tracker outperforms other state-of-the-art trackers.
The proposed tracker can be divided into two dominating parts. The first part is a generative tracker where a roughly yet fast search method is conducted via an improved sliding window. The second part is to further meliorate the localization by an improved STC tracker. Five main contributions of this paper are listed as follows.
• A novel tracking method for shaking motions (SMT) is proposed.
• A uniform sampling is formulated based on a sliding window that is adjustable by the previous moving displacements. This sampling method ensures that the matching processing goes through a full search scope of interest. • The targets found in the initial (i.e., the first) and the previous frames are merged to form a novel doubletemplate structure. This template preserves the historic and latest features regarding the targets. • A Gaussian kernel and a uniform kernel are employed to reduce the computations to linear order. This leads to a very efficient and robust tracking algorithm. • The conventional STC discovers both temporal and spatial relevance so that it is insensitive to appearance variations. Therefore, in order to better reflect the appearance changes, STC is exploited and its algorithm of context prior probability is upgraded in this paper for improving tracking precision.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces some preliminary methods related to our work for immediate reference. In Sect. 3, we provide detailed information on the proposed approach. Section 4 presents qualitative and quantitative comparisons with twelve state-of-the-art approaches. At last, some concluding remarks are demonstrated in Sect. 5.
Review of STC tracker
STC has been shown to have a simple yet effective performance, so we integrate the STC tracker [47] into our approach.
We provide a brief overview of STC as follows. The STC tracker formulates the tracking problem at frame t as a confidence map, which is modeled by a Bayesian framework
where o denotes the object, X c t represents the feature set at frame t; I t ðzÞ represents the image intensity treated with the zero mean normalization (transforming the average value of function to nought) at location z at frame t, and X c ðx Ã t Þ indicates the neighborhood of location x Ã t at frame t. In Eq. (1),
where h sc t ðx À zÞ reveals the spatial context relationship of the object location x and its local context location z at frame t; and P t ðcðzÞjoÞ represents the context prior probability at frame t, which is defined as
Here, w r t ðz À x Ã t Þ is a focus of attention function modeled as a weighted function at frame t:
where a represents a normalization constant obtained by a Hamming window, and r t denotes a scale parameter. The confidence map of an object location in Eq. (1) is defined as
where b represents a normalization constant, a and b are a scale parameter and a shape parameter respectively, and b is the convolution operator. The calculation is converted from the time domain to the frequency domain. Therefore, Eq. (6) can be rewritten as
where FðÁÞ is the fast Fourier transform (FFT) function and J denotes the dot product. The spatial context at frame t is defined as
where F À1 ðÁÞ is the inverse FFT function. Then, a spatiotemporal context model at frame t can be defined as
where T is the total number of frames, q is a learning parameter. Then, by replacing h sc t ðxÞ with H stc t ðxÞ in Eq. (6), the confidence map at frame t is defined by
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The object location x ÃÃ t is selected to be the location of the ground truth when t ¼ 1 and is updated by maximizing the new confidence map [47] at t [ 1:
For more details about STC, one may refer to [47] .
Proposed tracking algorithm
The motivation of our method is to track the target in normal videos as well as other challenging videos containing motion blurs, occlusions, fast motions and so on. The overall framework of the proposed algorithm is summarized in Fig. 1 . Compared with the conventional STC tracker, our tracking process is divided into Coarse Processing (Sect. 3.1) and Fine Processing (Sect. 3.2). The proposed similarity measure and the spatiotemporal context are the main work phases in coarse and fine processing, respectively. In the coarse processing, the result is obtained by the proposed similarity measure based on two kernel mappings, which reduce the impact of motion blur. Extensive experiments showed that this similarity measure has robustness in blurred or clear images. Then, in fine processing, an improved STC method is proposed and used to modify the coarse result by utilizing the spatiotemporal context model containing the relationship information between the tracked target and the information surrounding the target. The application of spatiotemporal context model makes our tracker insensitive to appearance variations, including motion blurs and other factors. Hence, our tracker can handle the problem regarding blurs and other outliers/noise. Besides that, the adaptive sampling strategy in Sect. 3.1.1 is designed for dealing with the fast motion, since our method is based on the historical motion tendency of a target. The proposed double-template strategy and spatiotemporal context have capability to recover the tracked target, due to preservation of initial image information and background information, respectively. The experimental results can be found in Sect. 4.4.2 to validate our method. All parameter values used in our approach are determined by experiments. The details of our work including parameter settings are elaborated in the following subsections.
Coarse processing
Visual tracking can be interpreted as an optimization problem of template matching, and locating an object in a video sequence can be interpreted as maximizing the feature similarity between a template and a sampled candidate. In this section, our coarse matching is driven by an improved sampling strategy, a double-template metric and a similarity measure.
Adaptive sampling strategy
The computational time of the matching-based tracker scales linearly with the sampled candidate number. We propose to use an adaptive sliding window technique that uniformly samples useful candidates while drastically reducing the number of candidate samples, thereby reduces the computation costs. Figure 2 provides an illustrations of how the techniques construct the search scope according to the latest geometrical displacement and how the techniques extract candidate patches based on the adaptive sliding window in the next frame. We define the moving displacement at frame
t and set its target center location to be L t ¼ ðh; kÞ. The search scope corresponds to an image region that is bounded by the last moving displacement of an target, and we propose to use the following equation to efficiently compute the corresponding search scope:
for arbitrary real constants a.
Based on this, we propose a sliding window searching on the search scope to return a minimal yet valid set of sampling candidates. Our sliding window is adaptive by the previous trajectory of the tracked object. The sliding step at frame t is given by
where s x t represents the horizontal step of the sliding window at frame t, and s y t represents the vertical step of the sliding window at frame t, and d is an arbitrary real constant.
Double-template strategy
Target appearance varies over an image sequence due to illumination, camera and object geometry, and these appearance variances affect tracking accuracies. To achieve visual tracking that is robust to appearance changes, a novel double-template structure is proposed (shown in Fig. 1 ). This structure stitches together the target patch in the original frame and the target patch found in the previous frame. The target patch in the initial frame contains non-outlier information, and the relevant outlier information can most likely be found in the target patch in the previous (latest) frame. Therefore, we use the information on only the target patches in the initial and latest frames to form the double-templates in this paper. Unlike the multi-template approaches that request an iterative process to update the templates, the proposed doubletemplate approach updates only the template of the latest frame so the double-template approach is more efficient than the multi-template approaches. In Fig. 1 , each doublecandidate is formed by two (the left and right) identical candidate patches. The matchings of the candidate patches in the current frame (i.e., frame t in Fig. 1 ) to the templates in the initial and the previous frames (i.e., frames t À 1 and 1 in Fig. 1 ) are independent, so they can be processed in parallel to further improve the tracking speed.
Gaussian-uniform joint similarity
In the tracking problem, the unexpected outliers (like motion blur) may change image pixel values, and hence make the matching processing unstable and lead the tracker to drift easily. The least square distance is commonly used to implement the matching between candidates and templates. However, outliers (e.g., the one shown in Fig. 3 ) may affect the robustness of similarity calculation. According to reference [42] , kernel mappings can effectively limit the impact of outliers and improves the robustness. Thus, our approach involves two kernel mappings and uses RGB values of image patches for template matching. Jian et al. [25] reported that Gaussian kernel has outstanding capability of measuring the remote similarity between any two pictures in a mapping space. Outliers (like blurs or occlusions) can vary the local pixel values of a candidate image, and hence the candidate fails to match the template in the area where the outliers are. The uniform kernel, which is also known as the Boxcar Function, can filter out the effect of values where outliers are located. Thus, the matching will be based on a similarity algorithm using a Gaussian kernel and a uniform kernel to handle the problem from outliers.
The Gaussian kernel (radial-basis kernel) grows exponentially in a 2-dimensional space so it is sensitive to tiny element-wise (or pixel-wise) differences. In the following, we control the bandwidth of the Gaussian kernel in order to enhance the differences and hence reduce the sensitivity.
Let s ¼ ½s 1 ; s 2 ; . . .; s n > and u ¼ ½u 1 ; u 2 ; . . .; u n > be a double-template vector and a double-candidate vector, respectively. Then, as shown in [36] , the similarity representation between these two vectors using the Gaussian kernel can be represented by
where Fig. 2 Search scope definition and acquirement of center locations of candidate patches in the next frame (i.e., frame t þ 1). The blue box denotes the object in the previous frame (i.e., frame t À 1) and the purple box denotes an object in the current frame (i.e., frame t). Then, we get the decomposition values x 
In Eq. (15), the bandwidth parameter is controlled by the infinite norm of the two vectors: r ¼ ks À uk 1 so that the results of k G ðs i ; u i Þ is controlled to be in the range ½e À1 ; 1, to avoid the similarity (represented in Eq. 14) between s and u becoming too close, otherwise. The uniform kernel is used to measure the similarity between a template and a candidate by computing their overlap area with a selected threshold so as to reflect the global matching precision. The uniform similarity w U ðs; uÞ is defined below, which is the sum of the uniform kernel values of individual points and defines an overlap score between s and u.
with the uniform kernel defined by
where j is called an arbitrary real threshold. The joint kernel-based similarity is defined as
At frame t, we denote a set of double-candidate vectors
and a double-template vector by s t . Then, the tracked target at frame t is the candidate with the greatest Gaussian and uniform similarity scores, i.e.,
The center of u Ã t is denoted by x Ã t (t ¼ 1; 2; . . .; TÞ.
Fine processing
Assume that the target location in the first frame is initialized by some object detection algorithms. The emphasis of the Fine processing is laid on enhancement of reliability and accuracy of the coarse results. The STC tracker fully incorporates the temporal and spatial information that surround the tracked targets, so this method is adapted to reposition the target around the current position. Therefore, we follow the STC tracker to use the temporal and spatial information based on gray values of image patches during the fine processing.
To address the appearance variations, the context prior probability P t ðcðzÞjoÞ as shown in Eq. (4) is modified to also take into account the context prior probability of the original frame. To distinguish from P t ðcðzÞjoÞ represented in Eq. (4), we use P t ðcðzÞjoÞ to denote the context prior probability at frame t in our approach. We employ an ad hoc method to compute the context prior probability using a simple linear interpolation:
where h is a learning parameter, and P t ðcðzÞjoÞðt ¼ 1; 2; . . .Þ is the same as that represented in Eq. (4).
where P t ðxjcðzÞ; oÞ ¼ H stc t ðx À zÞ: ð22Þ In Eq. (22), H stc t ðx À zÞ is the same as that defined in Eq. (9) and it reveals the spatial-temporal context relationship at frame t.
Then, from Eqs. (4), (20)-(22), Eq. (10) is modified to m t ðxÞ ¼
and the final object location x ÃÃ t is determined by
Note that (23) is an attention function modeled from a Gaussian distribution (see Eq. 5). This function exponentially weakens the value of location which is far from the target center. The targets and/or the background may be changing significantly over time. However, in such a situation, the application of this attention function can significantly weaken the effect of the patch at the beginning tracking for the following reason. When the center (i.e., x Ã 1 ) of this beginning patch is far away from the target center (i.e., x Ã tÀ1 ), the weight (i.e., w r 1 ðx À x Ã 1 Þ) assigned to this beginning patch will usually be low because x in Eq. (23) is in the neighborhood of x Ã tÀ1 and is usually also far away from x Ã 1 . The context prior probability model is shown in Fig. 4 .
The tracking procedure is summarized in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1
The proposed tracking method.
Input: Video Frame t=1:T 1: for t = 1:T do 2: if t == 1 then 3:
Initialize the target location x * 1 and x * * 1 .
4:
Initialize the double-templates s 1 , 5:
Initialize the spatial context h sc 1 (x) and set the spatiotemporal context H stc
(Begin the coarse processing at location x * * t−1 ) 8:
Draw
Construct the double-template s t . 10:
Compute i joint similarity w joint (s t , u i t ) via Eq.18.
11:
Compute the coarse position x * t via Eq.19. 12:
(Begin the fine processing at location x * t ) 13:
Compute h sc t (x) by Eq.8 and H stc t (x) by Eq.9 at location x * t .
14:
Compute the confidence mapm t (x) based on x * t by Eq.23.
15:
Compute the ultimate position x * * t via Eq.24.
16:
end if 17: end for Output:
Experiments
Here, we present the results of our experiments. Firstly, we perform a comprehensive evaluation of our adaptive sampling strategy for visual tracking. Secondly, we evaluate the novel double-template strategy for coarse matching. Thirdly, we evaluate our Gaussian-uniform joint similarity. Fourthly, we evaluate the proposed video tracking scheme in all 20 videos with motion blur from the total 50 videos in the OTB-50 dataset. Note that, in order to show that our approach has promising and favorable results on videos without the attribute of motion blur, we also provide a comparison of our tracker with other state-of-the-art methods tested on all videos of OTB-50 dataset and VOT 2015 dataset in ''Comparison on the whole OTB-50 dataset'' and ''Comparison on the whole VOT 2015 dataset in Appendix, respectively.
Experimental environment and parameter settings
The experiments are implemented in MATLAB R2014a. All trackers run on an i7 2.80 GHz CPU with 16 GB RAM.
The proposed method has several adjustable parameters. In our approach, we use the same parameter values of b ¼ 1; b ¼ 1 and q ¼ 0:086 as suggested by [47] .
For other parameters, we use all 11 videos with motion blur, selected from the OTB-100 dataset but do not belong to the OTB-50 dataset, to train the parameter values. The 11 videos are BlurCar1, BlurCar3, BlurCar4, Board, Boy, Car2, FleetFace, Girl2, Human2, Human7 and Tiger1. Table 1 shows the 11 video sequences together with their attributes including scale variation (SV), deformation (DEF), motion blur (MB), fast motion (FM), in-plane rotation (IPR), out-of-plane rotation (OPR), background clutters (BC), illumination variation (IV), out-of-view (OV), occlusion (OCC) and low resolution (LR). We select the parameter values that produce optimal DP and OP results on the 11 training videos as follows. In the process of primary location computation, the learning parameter in Eq. (20) is chosen to be h ¼ 0:2, which produces the best results as shown in Table 2 . The parameters in Eqs. (12) and (13) are set to be a ¼ 1:3 and d ¼ 6, which produce the best results as shown in Tables 3 and 4 , respectively. The threshold in Eq. (17) is set to be j ¼ 10, which produces the best results as shown in Table 5 . For the spatiotemporal context, the parameter a of the confidence map function is set to be a ¼ 1:25, which produces the best results as shown in Table 6 . Note that, in the above parameter settings, the optimal value of each parameter is obtained by changing the values of this parameter and setting the values of the other parameters to the optimal values as mentioned above.
Comparison on the 20 video sequences
with motion blur in the OTB dataset
Dataset
We employ all 20 video sequences with motion blur attribute in the OTB-50 [41] for the tracking evaluation. Table 1 for the 11  training video sequences, Table 7 shows the attributes, including scale variation (SV), deformation (DEF), motion blur (MB), fast motion (FM), in-plane rotation (IPR), outof-plane rotation (OPR), background clutters (BC), illumination variation (IV), out-of-view (OV), occlusion (OCC) and low resolution (LR), of these evaluated video sequences.
Evaluation methodology
For quantitative analysis, we use three evaluation criteria in [40] to compare the performance: the center location error (CLE), distance precision (DP) and overlap precision (OP), all computed based on the manually labeled ground truth results of each frame. CLE is calculated based on the average Euclidean distance between the estimated object center and the ground truth. The pixel error in each frame is defined as
where (x, y) is the object location calculated by different trackers and ðx gt ; y gt Þ is the ground truth of each frame.
Besides CLE, we also compute the precision rate DP, which reflects the correlative number of frames in the video sequence where CLE is below a certain threshold. The DP score in a sequence is defined as DP ¼ numðCLE\qÞ=N, where q represents the DP threshold, numðÁÞ is the function They are selected from the OTB-100 dataset. ' p ' indicates that the corresponding sequence has the corresponding attribute, and 'Â' implies that the corresponding sequence does not have the corresponding attribute. SV, DEF, MB, FM, IPR, OPR, BC, IV, OV, OCC and LR represent the attributes of scale variation, deformation, motion blur, fast motion, in-plane rotation, out-of-plane rotation, background clutters, illumination variation, out-of-view, occlusion and low resolution, respectively to count the frames, and N is the frame number of a full sequence. The third evaluated metric OP at every frame is the percentage of frames where the bounding box overlap exceeds a threshold g. The OP score is defined as
where areaðÁÞ is the function for calculating the area, ROI is the bounding box obtained by a tracker and ROI gt is the bounding box provided by the ground truth. We highlight the results when h ¼ 0:2. Here, we set the DP values at the threshold q of 20 pixels and the OP values at the threshold g of 0.5 (referring to [40] )
DP the means of the average DP, OP the means of the average OP We highlight the results when a ¼ 1:3. Here, we set the DP values at the threshold q of 20 pixels and the OP values at the threshold g of 0.5 (referring to [40] )
DP the means of the average DO, OP the means of the average OP We highlight the results when d ¼ 6. Here, we set the DP values at the threshold q of 20 pixels and the OP values at the threshold g of 0.5 (referring to [40] )
DP the means of the average DP, OP represents the means of the average OP We highlight the results when j ¼ 10. Here, we set the DP values at the threshold q of 20 pixels and the OP values at the threshold g of 0.5 (referring to [40] )
DP the means of the average DP, OP the means of the average OP We highlight the results when a ¼ 1:25. Here, we set the DP values at the threshold q of 20 pixels and the OP values at the threshold g of 0.5 (referring to [40] )
DP the means of the average DP, OP the means of the average OP ' p ' indicates that the corresponding sequence has the corresponding challenge, and 'Â' implies that the corresponding sequence does not have the corresponding attribute. SV, DEF, MB, FM, IPR, OPR, BC, IV, OV, OCC and LR represent the attributes of scale variation, deformation, motion blur, fast motion, in-plane rotation, out-of-plane rotation, background clutters, illumination variation, out-of-view, occlusion and low resolution, respectively and without the update process (i.e., fine processing) is presented in Sect. 4.3.4. Figure 5 shows a complete comparison of the proposed approach with the variations in sampling, templates and similarity measures with and without the update process (fine processing) on the 20 videos having motion blur selected from the OTB-50 dataset. In Fig. 5, ' ours' represents the proposed approach; 'WMIL Sampling' represents the proposed approach with the sampling method replaced by the WMIL sampling method; 'First GT', 'Last Frame', 'mixed single template', 'WMIL template' and 'ANT template' represent the proposed approach with the doubletemplates replaced by the 'First GT', 'Last Frame', 'mixed single template', 'WMIL template' and 'ANT template' (referring to Sect. 4.3.2), respectively; 'LS' represents the proposed approach with the similarity method replaced by LS; and 'Without Updated' represents the proposed approach taken away the fine processing. The numbers in the brackets of Fig. 5 stand for the best mean OP values.
Sampling strategy evaluation
As mentioned earlier, how to make a tracker be real-time is a crucial issue for most practical applications. In this paper, we propose a novel sampling strategy using an improved sliding window. This sampling technique, introduced in Sect. 3.1.1, is applied to touch the maximal search scope to return a minimal yet valid set of sampling candidates. Figure 5 and Table 8 show the results obtained using the proposed adaptive sampling method and the WMIL sampling method [46] . WMIL uses the conventional sliding window which slides across the whole search scope pixel by pixel. For fairness, we considered the proposed whole tracking method as a basic framework, and replaced the sampling processing by our sampling method and WMIL sampling method, respectively, to conduct comparison in Table 8 . Furthermore, frame-per-second (FPS) regarding the run-timer performance is also provided for analyzing the trade-off between accuracy and efficiency in Tables 3  and 4 . Based on the results, it is clear that a ¼ 1:3 and d ¼ 6 produce the best performance and the FPS approximates to the average FPS. The results clearly show that our sampling method provides a significant gain in speed while having higher tracking accuracies. Figure 5 and Table 9 show a comparison of the processing speeds (FPS) of the proposed approach using different templates. These templates include the ground truth target patch (named First GT), the obtained target patch in the previous frame (named Last Frame), a linear combination of the target patches found in the previous two frames (named mixed single template), the multi-templates proposed in the WMIL-based tracker [46] (named WMIL template) and the multi-templates proposed in the ANT tracker [6] (named ANT template). In this experiment, the mixed single template at frame t is represented as the weighted sum of the two tracked target patches at frames t À 2 and t À 1 with weights of 0.05 and 0.95, respectively. From Fig. 5 and Table 9 , it shows that our method using the double-templates obtains the best mean OP and have the fast processing speed. Figure 5 shows and compares the tracking results using the joint similarity measure proposed in Sect. 3.1.3 and LS similarity measure. The joint similarity measure weakens the negative effects of outliers caused by motion blur. The results using the joint similarity measure achieves a mean OP of 63:403% at a threshold q of 20 pixels (referring   0  5  10  15  20  25  30  35  40  45  50 Overlap Threshold Fig. 5 A comparison of the proposed approach with variations in sampling, templates and similarity measures with and without the update process tested on the 20 videos that have motion blur and are selected from the OTB-50 dataset. The figure of the success plot contains the mean overlap precision at a threshold q of 20 pixels (referring to [40] ) for each method (color figure online) to [40] ), and the results using the LS similarity measure has an inferior mean OP of 59:375%. To conclude, the joint kernel similarity measure does improve the performance when compared with LS similarity measure.
Robust double-template strategy

Gaussian-uniform joint similarity evaluation
Robust update scheme
This experiment shows the impact of the proposed update scheme (i.e., the fine processing) described in Sect. 3.2 after the coarse matching processing. Figure 5 shows that on all 20 evaluated sequences, the proposed update scheme significantly improves the performance of the tracker (please refer to the red and the black curves in the figure for the performance with and without the fine processing).
Comparison with state-of-the-art approaches
We compare the proposed approach with 12 state-of-the-art trackers, include STC [47] , L1 [29] , L1-APG [3] , CT [48] , ACT [12] , HGDHT [8] , TLD [20] , STRUCK [15] , CNT [45] , DLT [39] , SRDCF [11] , and DSST [10] . Note that STC, ACT, HGDHT, SRDCF, DSST and the proposed tracker are all using the Correlation Filter [12] , L1 and L1-APG are based on the Particle Filter, and CNT and DLT are recently proposed CNN-based trackers. Table 10 shows a comparison with the 12 state-of-the-art methods on the 20 challenging sequences containing motion blur in terms of mean distance precision (DP), mean overlap precision (OP) and frames per second (FPS). In Table 10 , the best, second best and the third best results are shown in bold, italic and bolditalic, respectively. As seen in Table 10 , the performance of the proposed approach has always been the best in terms of DP and OP. Implemented on MATLAB, the proposed tracker runs at 29.47 FPS (a real-time speed) on an i7 2.80 GHz CPU with 16 GB RAM, putting our approach in the second best position in terms of processing speed. Figures 6 and 7 show the precision and success plots in terms of DP and OP over all 20 sequences containing motion blur selected from the OTB-50 dataset. The values in the figure are the mean DPs at thresholds in the range of [0, 50] (pixels) and the mean OPs at thresholds in the range of [0, 1], respectively. As shown in these two figures, the proposed tracker has outperformed all of the 12 state-ofthe-art trackers in terms of DP and OP for all of the threshold values of q in the range of [0, 50] (pixels) and g in the range of [0, 1], respectively.
Quantitative analysis
Qualitative analysis
In Sect. 4.4.1, we have made a quantitative analysis of the proposed approach and have shown that the proposed tracker outperforms the 12 state-of-the-art approaches in terms of DP and OP on the 20 video sequences with motion blur. To demonstrate the superiority of the proposed tracker visually and provide a qualitative analysis, we select only three video sequences from the 20 video sequences and compare with six state-of-the-art trackers that also have concerned the effects of motion blur. As shown in Table 7 , the three video sequences have the attribute of motion blur, and also have the attributes of scale variation, deformation, fast motion or in-plane rotation. Therefore, we make the qualitative analysis corresponding to these five attributes of scale variation, deformation, motion blur, fast motion and in-plane rotation, respectively. Table 7 , the objects suffer scale changes in the sequences BlurBody and BlurCar2. In the BlurBody sequence, Fig. 8 demonstrates that our tracking method performs well when the objects undergo severe scale variation from frame #251 to frame #305, while the methods including STC, L1, L1-APG, CT and ACT completely fail to track the objects and HGDHT drifts to the background. This can be attributed to the reasons that: (1) the proposed double-template method takes into account the appearance of the object in the latest frame although the scale of the target is changed; and (2) our context prior probability is updated over time so as to be robust to appearance variations introduced by the scale variations. In the BlurCar2 sequence, our method and HGDHT perform better than other methods at frames #163, #285, #312 and #497. The other methods suffer from severe drift and some of these methods completely fail to track. Table 7 , the BlurBody (Fig. 8 ) sequence has the deformation attribute. Figure 8 demonstrates that our tracking method performs well at frames #238, #251, #305 and #334, while the other six methods fail to track the object in these frames. This can be attributed to the reasons that: (1) object representations do 
Scale variation From
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The results are reported in distance precision (DP) (%). We also provide the average values of DP. Here, we set the DP values at a threshold q of 20 pixels (referring to [40] ) and the OP values at a threshold g of 0.5 (referring to [40] ). The best results are shown in bold while the second and third ones are shown in italic and bolditalic, respectively. Note that the proposed approach achieves the best average performance in terms of average DP and average OP, and the second best in terms of FPS not experience significant changes in adjacent frames, and the proposed double-template strategy can record the current representation information of the deformed object. Thus, this template can adapt to the appearance changes of objects frame by frame; and (2) our updated prior probability also has a good adaptability for the appearance change caused by the deformation. Thus, our method can handle the non-rigid object deformation. Table 7 , the target regions are blurred due to the motion of the targets or the cameras in all sequences: BlurBody, BlurCar2 and BlurFace. Only the proposed tracker performs well over all three sequences while the rest methods suffer from severe drifts and even fail to track. This can be attributed to the reasons that: (1) the proposed kernel-based joint similarity measurement can effectively limit the impact of outliers and improves the robustness; and (2) the Fine Processing (Sect. 3.2) uses the spatial relationships and appearances of local contexts to discriminatively separate the target from background. Table 7 , all of the sequences BlurBody, BlurCar2 and BlurFace have the attribute of fast motion. It is hard to predict the location of a target when it undergoes a random and fast motion. As illustrated in the BlurBody sequence, when the camera suddenly and dramatically deviates from the original direction at frame #305, all evaluated algorithms except the proposed tracker cannot perform well. HGDHT performs well in the sequences BlurCar2 and BlurFace, but it has severe drifts in the BlurBody sequence. Although many evaluated sequences suffer from abrupt and random motions unpredictably, our tracker based on the proposed coarse-to-fine strategy still performs well. This can be attributed to the reasons that: (1) our sliding window based sampling strategy explores the geometrical relationship between a search scope and a target displacement; and (2) the advantage of our optimization is to discover the reciprocal connection of objects and surroundings in time and space. Table 7 , there exist object rotations in the sequences: BlurBody and BlurFace. In the BlurBody sequence, our method performs better than other methods at frames #251 and #305. The other methods suffer from severe drift and some of these methods completely fail to track. This can be attributed to that the outstanding abilities of the double-templates and updated prior probability are robust to the appearance variations. Thus, our method can handle appearance changes and it is not sensitive to in-plane rotation. The same advantages of our tracking method are also demonstrated in the BlurFace sequence.
Motion blur From
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Discussion
We have used all 11 videos with motion blur, and they are selected from the OTB-100 dataset but do not belong to the OTB-50 dataset, for training the parameters in the proposed algorithm. Then, we have used all 20 videos with motion blur from the total 50 videos in the OTB-50 dataset for Fig. 8 Snapshots of tracking results of our tracker and 6 state-of-the-art trackers from OTB-50 dataset. Note that the three videos have the attribute of motion blur. These videos also have the attributes of scale variation, deformation, fast motion or in-plane rotation (color figure online) testing. For these videos with motion blur, our tracker SMT has achieved the best performance in terms of precision and success rates, compared with the state-of-the-art methods, and the comparison results have been shown in Sect. 4.4. Although our algorithm is particularly designed for videos with motion blur and both OTB-50 dataset and VOT 2015 dataset contain many videos without any motion blur, we have also done the experiments on the whole dataset and the results using the proposed method are still favorable. A comparison with the state-of-the-art methods testing on the complete datasets of OTB-50 and VOT 2015 can be found in 'Appendix'.
As shown in our experiments, our method can address these factors including motion blurs, fast motions, cluttered background, occlusions and illumination changes more effectively. The reasons are listed as follows. (1) The proposed sampling method is combined with the latest geometrical displacement of a target to construct a reliable search scope, and it can ensure that the real tracked target image is included in the sample set, in the presence of fast motions. (2) The proposed double-template method contains the initial and updated information of a target. Therefore, it can effectively do the template matching for relocating, when the occluded target recovers again. (3) The joint kernel-based similarity utilizes a kernel mapping to reduce the effect of outliers on feature representation. This can improve the tracking accuracy in the scenarios of motion blurs and cluttered background. (4) The optimization approach is to construct a confidence map based on the Bayesian algorithm, and it can make full use of the structure advantage of the spatiotemporal context to infer the current location of a target. Therefore, the proposed tracking method can handle the target deformations, occlusions and cluttered background.
Overall, our method performs favorably against the other state-of-the-art tracking methods in the challenge sequences.
Conclusions and future work
This paper has proposed a novel tracking framework for shaking motions (SMT). This tracker interprets the tracking as a process of searching and then optimizing the searching for targets. We have employed two kernels to reduce the computation complexity to linear order, and the kernel joint similarity actually leads to a nonparametric tracking algorithm. Specifically, we have introduced the doubletemplates for parallel matching. The use of the joint kernel similarity together with the parallel matching process has resulted in even more reduction in computation. To further improve the robustness, we have used the latest displacement of the target to guide a uniform sampling. Our method has exploited both temporal and spatial context information to optimize the tracking. Particularly, we have modified the context prior probability for the sake of a better adaption to the target appearance variations. Experimental results on some challenging video sequences have shown that SMT can robustly track shaking targets and outperforms the existing state-of-the-art trackers on the complete datasets of OTB-50 and VOT 2015.
An interesting direction for further work is to introduce CNN-based methods [33, 44] into our work, which may further improve performance with some computation costs. We also aim to generalize this framework to other operators in the future, such as scale variations or non-rigid deformations.
robustness. The comparison results are shown in Table 12 .
In Table 12 , the accuracy rank is equivalent to the number of frames where the overlap exceeds a certain threshold. The robustness rank counts the number of times each tracker fails track in a video. Each tracker always restarts at the fifth frame after a tracking failure occurs. The final tracker rank is the mean score of a tracker in terms of accuracy and robustness over all of the video sequences. 
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The results are reported in terms of average overlap precision(OP)(%), average distance precision(DP)(%) and frame-per-second (FPS). Here, DP values are obtained at a threshold q of 20 pixels (referring to [40] ) and the OP values are obtained at a threshold g of 0.5 (referring to [40] ). The best results are displayed in bold while the second and third best results are shown in italic and bolditalic, respectively. The results of our tracker are among the top three More details how to evaluate the tracking on the VOT 2015 can be found in [22] . Figure 11 shows the ranking plots, in terms of accuracy rank and robustness rank, of the proposed tracker and the 10 state-of-the-art trackers in the VOT 2015 dataset. Our approach still works well both with second best results in terms of accuracy rank and the fourth best in terms of robustness rank.
Note that, although our algorithm is particularly designed for videos with motion blur and VOT 2015 dataset contains many videos without any motion blur, the experiments performed on the whole dataset of VOT 2015 still show favorable results as demonstrated in Table 12 and Fig. 11 . Table 12 A baseline comparison of our method with 10 state-of-the-art trackers on all 60 challenging videos in the VOT 2015 dataset STC [47] L1 [29] L1-APG [3] CT [48] ACT [12] HGDHT [8] CNT [45] DLT [39] The accuracy and robustness ranks, along with the final averaged ranking score, are reported. The average overlaps and failures over the videos are also shown in the last two rows. The best results are marked in bold while the second and third best results are marked in italic and bolditalic, respectively 
